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books, of which Ladefoged (1971) is 
perhaps a salient one. 
Chapters 5 and 6 consider the basic 
tenets of phonological theory frorn two 
rather different theoretical view~oints. In 
chapter 5, topics covering phAological 
Drocesses, neutralization. ~honernic and 
' I 
allophonic status, and patterning of 
sound systems are analyzed frorn a tradition 
al point of view. Chapter 6 is devoted to 
Generative Phonology. An account of 
both the origins and develooment of the 
theory is presented. ~ f t e r '  the publica- 
tion of Chomsky and Halle's The sound 
attern ofEnglish (SPE), in 1968, phono- 
fogical theory was convulsed by a totally 
new a proach to linguistics in general. 
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to a number of theoretical issues that 
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cated to the acoustics of speech produc- 
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production and spectrographic analysis. 
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areas. narnelv acoustic cues and soeech 
perception. As for perception, the chapter 
only deals briefly with perception tests, 
and lacks a description of the anatomy 
and physics of hearing and speech decod- 
ing. 
Suprasegrnental phenornena are ana- 
lyzed in chapter 8. After a general intro- 
duction on the phonetic basis of prosody, 
the authors analyze pitch, tone and into- 
nation, the intonation of English, stress, 
and stress assignrnent, with ieference to 
the rule-based approach to stress place- 
ment proposed in SPE. 
Chapter 9 focuses on the decornposi- 
tion of speech units into their constituent 
features. Different feature systems includ- 
ing Jakobson's Uakobson, Fant & Halle, 
1952)  and  Chomsky and  Halle's 
(Chomsky & Halle, 1968) are surnmar- 
ized and analvzed. 
The final chapter is cornpletely devo- 
ted to phonological theory. In the first 
part, there is a historical account of the 
progress of honological theory to our 
davs The Aerent theoretical frameworks 
that have appeared during the explosion 
of rnodels since the oublication of SPEare 
reviewed in the seCond part of Chapter 
10. These include Dependency Phonolo- 
gy, Lexical Phonology, and Metrical Pho- 
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U U 
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particularly of use to students. The book 
presupposes no previous knowledge of 
phonetics or phonology. Yet, it provides a 
verv corn~rehensive and thorou~h des- 
cription & the topics, rnany of wgich are 
described with remarkable detail. The 
reader will find here the necessary infor- 
mation to gain a thorough understanding 
of the subjects covered. 
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